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22  Wasted Youth: Candy  Dave Hoskin
28  Rebell ing Against Heroin Chic: Neil Armstrong and Luke Davies  Dave Hoskin
32  Secrets and Lies on the South Coast: The Caterpillar Wish  Brian McFarlane
38  Man, Woman and Death: Ray Lawrence on Jindabyne  Hunter Corday
44  Finding the Reality: In the Shadow of the Palms  Cynthia Karana
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136  Little Terrorist  Cynthia Karana
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148  Meeting Mehta: A Conversation with the Director of Water  Adrienne McKibbins
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Scribes on Screen

160  Irene Dobson  Richard Armstrong
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164 The Films of 1975 Deb Verhoeven and Garry Gillard
168 Reel Life – Real Life Antony Ginnane
174 An Interview with Brian Trenchard-Smith Penny Becchio
178 Pure Shit Adrian Danks
181 Killing Homicide Paul Davies
184 The True Story of Eskimo Nell Finchina Hopgood
186 Mad Dog Morgan John Ramsland
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193 A Screenplay with an Identity Crisis John Catania
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THE CONVENORS OF THE FILM & HISTORY CONFERENCE OF AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND are pleased to announce a series of Awards to be conferred at its XIIIth Biennial Conference 16-19 November, 2006

Awards

Telling Stories: Cinema, History & Experience

Film & History Association Research & Writing Awards (3 awards)
· Film & History Association Award for best monograph
· Film & History Association Award for best essay/book chapter/reviewed journal article
· Film & History Association Award for best unpublished writing

Entries close 31 July 2006.

Film & History Association Achievement Awards (2 awards)
· Joan Long Award for Achievement (Australian film history)
· Jonathon Dennis Award for Achievement (NZ film history)

Nominations close 31 July 2006.

Entry and Nomination forms, Eligibility Conditions and further details about the Awards and History Association Awards are available at the 2006 Film & History Conference website: http://www.ufiresearch.rmit.edu.au/fhc2006/index.html Enquiries can be directed to the 2006 Awards Convenor Ken Berryman, ken.berryman@ofsa.aoc.gov.au

The XIII Biennial Conference of The Film and History Association of Australia and New Zealand